REVIEWS


This collection of essays revolves around the Ethics Across the Curriculum program at Greensboro College, a United Methodist affiliated liberal arts institution located in Greensboro, NC. These essays, originally produced in faculty training seminars, represent the first fruits of the program, which began in 1995. The contributions, which come from Greensboro College faculty and scholars who have been guest lecturers for the program, have been arranged into three sections. The first contains an introductory article that asks and answers the question, “What is Ethics?” The second section of the book contains a range of perspectives on Christian ethics, with essays that focus on love, ethics in Methodism, the Golden Rule and covenant. These essays represent the disciplines of Biblical Studies, Theology, Philosophy and Theological Ethics, respectively. The final section of the book contains essays written by faculty members from “across the curriculum.” Disciplines represented in this section include Economics, Education, English, Fine Arts, Foreign Languages and History.

As is true with any collection of essays, the authors present a considerable variety of perspectives. On the whole, however, it is fair to say that this book has more affinities to virtue or character ethics than to either deontological or teleological orientations. Over half of the essays explicitly touch on themes associated with character ethics. Rolnick offers an extended and approving discussion of Aristotelian excellence (5ff). Rolnick, Tatum and McCoy all suggest that love is the central Christian “virtue.” Wattles argues that the Golden Rule is a valuable tool for moral formation. Rolnick and McCoy stress the fact that character/ ethics is formed in community with others rather than in isolation from others. Crane offers a character study and McElveen sheds historical light on the virtues thought necessary for a ruler.

Ethics Across the Curriculum clearly also represents post-modern and post-critical sensibilities. It is post-modern in the sense that the essays are polyphonic. As noted above, there are indeed thematic affinities between many of the essays, but no single, unified expression emerges from the work. In fact, contrasting perspectives are allowed to sit side by side (e.g. Cheatham and Hebert). Another way in which the book is post-modern is its emphasis on the particular. Thus essayists tend to begin with a particular religious tradition (Methodist for Langford and Tatum), a particular case in medical ethics (Sasser), a specified historical periods (McElveen) or a biography (Crane). The essays are post-critical, as well, in that they simply do not celebrate the particular, but try to learn from it. Nor do many of the essayists give up on shared standards of conduct, the existence of truth and the possibilities of doing ethics (see Keck, Rolnick and McCoy, in particular).

Aside from the range of perspectives, discussion questions add to the book’s utility for the classroom. Of course, some essays are stronger and more self-critical than others. In some, the connection between the topic and “ethics” is explicit, at other times the connection is unstated or left to be inferred. The main drawback to the book, as I see it, is that the conversation did not include representatives from the natural sciences or political science. That, however, is largely a function of the pool of faculty who participated in the original seminars. Overall, the book ably demonstrates the multi-disciplinary, “liberal arts” character of ethics. It will be useful for illustrating the problems and possibilities of holding discussions of ethics across the curriculum.
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